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How do we address this question?

First, why is growth and yield 
information important? 

What GY models do we have now? 
How did these develop and change 
to current times?  

What are the changes in scope, 
forest inventories, and climate/ 
disturbance regimes? How does this 
impact GY models?
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Why is growth and yield information 
important?
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Forecasts of forest ecosystems are 
critical for managing these 
ecosystems under natural and human 
disturbances, as well as for satisfying 
human curiosity.
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What are the current GY models? 

How did they develop?
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Growth and yield (GY) models have been 
developed for more than 100 years, and 
yield records of harvests from plantations 
and other forest areas have been passed 
down to foresters and managers for 
centuries. 

Stand Cohort Tree



1955

Even-Aged 

Spruce-

Poplar in 

NE Alberta
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“The preparation of  yield tables for mixed 

stands composed of  species with widely 

differing growth habits presents a difficult 

problem, which has not yet been satisfactorily 

solved. This publication does not attempt to 

provide a fully adequate solution to the 

problem… particularly with respect to 

changes in species composition and 

extended extrapolation.”
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Simple Computer Technologies
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Using the fairly simple computer 
technologies of the 1970s and 80s 
coupled with remeasured permanent 
sample plots, complex GY models 
were developed in research facilities 
and universities. 



Matrix, Cohort, DBH distributions
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Stage 1973 

Prognosis: 

Individual- tree 

distance 

independent, 

multiple 

species  USDA 

Forest Service
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https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/industry/forestry/managing-our-forest-resources/forest-inventory/growth-

and-yield-modelling/tree-and-stand-simulator-tass       Accessed May 25, 2023
12

Mitchell 1975 

Individual- tree 

distance 

dependent, 

Douglas-fir

Yale

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/industry/forestry/managing-our-forest-resources/forest-inventory/growth-and-yield-modelling/tree-and-stand-simulator-tass
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/industry/forestry/managing-our-forest-resources/forest-inventory/growth-and-yield-modelling/tree-and-stand-simulator-tass


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VT52   Accessed May 25, 2023
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VT52


IBM System/3, Model 15

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM_System/3  and 

https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102667928   Accessed May 25, 

2023
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM_System/3
https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102667928


https://www.ilounge.com/news/rare-apple-i-sells-for-471k-in-auction    Accessed May 23, 2023 15

Apple I 

Desktop, 

1976

https://www.ilounge.com/news/rare-apple-i-sells-for-471k-in-auction
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Grabowski, 

Heidt, & Titus 

1981 Aspen GY 

U of  A

Morton & 

Titus 1984 

MGM 

U of  A
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Dudek and Ek. 1980.

Worldwide literature on 

individual tree growth 

models.  University of  

Minnesota
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Hann 

and 

Riitters 

1981 

OSU
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Clutter et al. 1983. 

Problems of  using 

Temporary 

Sample Plots 

(TSPs) rather than 

Permanent 

Sample Plots 

(PSPs) for yield 

tables.
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Dempster and 

Associates. 1983. 

Yield tables using 

PSPs for Alberta.
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Guide to GY 

Models of  the 

Pacific Northwest 

1991



Current GY Models
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23https://www.fs.usda.gov/fvs   Accessed June 5, 2023

https://www.fs.usda.gov/fvs
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Growth & Yield Modelling - Province of British Columbia (gov.bc.ca)     Accessed May 31, 2023
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https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/industry/forestry/managing-our-forest-resources/forest-inventory/growth-and-yield-modelling
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Growth & Yield Modelling - Province of British Columbia (gov.bc.ca)     Accessed May 31, 2023

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/industry/forestry/managing-our-forest-resources/forest-inventory/growth-and-yield-modelling


https://www.essa.com/explore-essa/tools/fvsprognos Accessed May 29, 2023 27

https://www.essa.com/explore-essa/tools/fvsprognos%20Accessed%20May%2029
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What about process and hybrid 

models? 
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32

Derek Sattler, 

MSc. 2009 

UBC



Heritage Data Sets

PSPs now longer time periods covered 
60 or more years

Experimental plots (EPs) such as those 
noted in the Stand Management 
Cooperative (SMC) managed by Eric 
Turnblom at U W also have more 
measures.
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What are the changes in scope, 
forest inventories, and climate/ 
disturbance regimes? How does 

this impact GY models? 
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Changes in Scope: Increased Human 
Uses of Forest Ecosystems 

Population growth and 
movements closer to forest 
environments

Biomass used as a source for 
fuels, fabrics, plastics 
replacements, etc.
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This clearly affects forest 
inventory (FI), what about GY? 



https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/industry/forestry/supporting-innovation/bio-economy/biomass-technology   

Accessed May 29, 2023
36

Tracking dead wood 

post-logging

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/industry/forestry/supporting-innovation/bio-economy/biomass-technology
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• For fuelwood, need species, sizes, and dead 

wood. Need a tree-level model like FVS?

• For both of  these, how will these removals 

impact site productivity? 



Further Changes in Scope

Fire risks: Need “dead wood tracking” in any 
future forest forecast with/without fuelwood 
reduction mitigation. 

Habitat suitability: Need within stand structure 
including changing species composition over 
time.

Urban forests: Many, many species from 
anywhere in the world. Often isolated trees.

Carbon “sales”: Carbon tracking above and 
belowground. 
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Changing FI Technologies Under an 

Explosion of  RS Data

Dr. Ashleigh Brilliant, 1985. (Copyright indicates restricted approval for use, up to 5 images). 39



GY models must be connected to forest 

inventory maps to forecast forest 

ecosystems under natural disturbance, and 

human disturbance regimes.
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Spatially Explicit,  

Forest Inventory GY models



Imputing Tree-Lists

The concepts of  using variable-space NN 

methods to impute tree-lists was 

developed by Stage and Moeur originally

This was later implemented into 

YaImpute by Crookston and Finley. 
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Satellite Imagery
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43



LiDAR
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1985



Heights Prior to LiDAR
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1984

1936
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Digital 3D Aerial Photos
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Scanned 

Photos 1997



UAVs
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What are the minimum variables and 

accuracy needed to connect FI to GY?

2018. 48



Missing Attributes to Connect to GY 
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Cover, volume/ha, basal 

area per ha, biomass/ha, 

heights

No age.  

No species composition.



Accuracy 
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Each dot: LiDAR 

plot (“observed”) vs 

predicted using 

Landsat metrics + 

topography + spatial 

position + years 

since greatest 

change. 

For GY forecasts, we 

need to be accurate 

for each particular 

spatial extent.
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Landsat composites + 

photo-interpreted 

large-scale aerial 

photos + other GIS 

layers

Lochhead et. al 2018

Crown closure, 

species percents, 

age, height, and 

volume per ha

Kriging 

with
 

external 

drift



New Climate and Disturbance Regimes

Posted September, 2021
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Mitigation
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Climate Sensitive Models

Climate-FVS (Crookston, 2014)
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MGM Developments for Climate 

Sensitive Survival (2019 release)
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Climate & Genetics
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59



60



We only have measures on past 

climates, how is this done?

“Space=Time” assumption: Pooling time 
series data and/or published research results 
over a wide spatial range of locations
Biologically tractable models that can be 
extended beyond the range of climate data to 
higher (or lower) values
Heavy reliance on available climate models 
largely based on spatially interpolated 
climate data from widely distant spatial 
locations
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Back to the question posed…

Can we meet increasing demands 

for forest growth and yield 

information under increased scope, 

changing inventory technologies, 

and uncertain climate and 

disturbance regimes?
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Yes, we can …

Long history of  GY modelling in response 

to information needs

Recent research on component models and 

modifying existing GY models 

More attention is being paid to linking GY 

to FI 

AI or AI-assisted technologies may 

improve data mining capabilities of  

heritage and other datasets. 
63
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… but no… the current GY 

models do not meet all of  the 

needs, exactly. There are many 

changes needed and challenges 

to overcome…



GY Model Changes, A Partial List

Component models must be biologically 

tractable to extend beyond the data ranges. 

This is true even using the “space=time” 

assumption to extend climate ranges.

Interfaces to link GY models to FI must be 

flexible, since FI technologies are a moving 

target.

Formal (hybrid models) or informal 

connections of  models may provide solutions.   
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GY Model Changes, A Partial List

Experimental trials data are still 
relatively “untapped”, but can be used 
to facilitate needed changes.

Dead wood tracking is needed, as well 
as species succession. This has been 
successfully done using FVS, but not 
in many other GY models.  

There is a social desire for “lighter 
touch” changes to forests. GY models 
must be capable of  single-tree partial 
removals. 
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Challenges, A Very Partial List

67

1. How do we obtain accurate inputs on 

spatial units to accurately forecast 

possible futures? 

2. As in the past, computer capacity 

needs are increasing – can we achieve 

the level of  AI (or AI-assisted) 

approaches we imagine? 

3. What about expertise?



However, because of  the urgent 

need for yield tables in this forest 

type, it was considered 

unpractical to delay their 

preparation until more precise 

techniques and additional data 

were available. 



Expertise

69
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